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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a Shunt Hybrid Active power Filter (SHAPF) to take care of noise issue in control 

framework organize. The proposed SHAPF comprises of a mix with a shunt uninvolved channel and a shunt 

dynamic channel. Shunt Hybrid channel topology has been picked which is a mix of a parallel-associated latent 

channel and a little evaluated dynamic channel. A sinusoidal source current with a solidarity control factor is gotten 

with the shunt AF, in spite of the fact that the thyristor-controlled reactor creates symphonious streams. An 

advanced PC re-enactment was actualized to confirm the legitimacy and high practicability of the proposed. To 

enhance the power quality SHAPF is framework is proposed here. The control strategy utilized is Hysteresis voltage 

controller by utilizing a-b-c to d-q changes. At that point Shunt dynamic channel and Series dynamic channel is mix 

plan of SHAPF. The SHAPF is the present sounds in stack current and voltage unbalances in source voltage both 

are expelled and source current winds up sinusoidal and stack voltage turns out to be splendidly adjusted. 

Keywords: Shunt active filter, shunt passive filter, thyristor controlled reactor, hysteresis voltage controller.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
These days, identifying with control quality there are such a significant number of issues which have turned out to 

be so extreme to numerous non-straight hardware. Due to their exceedingly use, the frameworks are ending up so 

much debased and the entire things have turned out to be so touchy. These things happen as a result of the 

overabundance measure of music in the framework and this music causes undesired power misfortunes in electrical 

gear. A few strategies have been produced to diminish the power quality issue by disposing of the sounds. Detached 

channels can be an answer in such cases as they are straightforward and more affordable. In any case, this channel 

has somewhere in the range of a few disadvantages including downsides including settled pay, massive gadgets and 

the reverberation issue of the L-C channels. Subsequently, Active Power Filter (APF) has been produced for finish 

pay of bends. The greater part of the more essential universal measures characterize control quality as the physical 

attributes of the electrical supply gave under typical working conditions that don't upset or aggravate the client's 

procedures. In this manner, a power quality issue exists if any voltage, current or recurrence deviation brings about a 

disappointment or in an awful task of client's gear. Likewise, the association of high power non-straight loads adds 

to the age of current and voltage symphonious parts. Between the diverse voltage unsettling influences that can be 

delivered, the most noteworthy and basic power quality issues are voltage hangs because of the high conservative 

misfortunes that can be created. Here and now voltage drops (lists) can trip electrical drives or more delicate 

hardware, prompting exorbitant intrusions of creation. 

2. PROPOSED SCHEME 

The proposed framework enhanced Shunt mixture dynamic channel (SHAPF) framework is proposed here.The 

framework is coordinate with SHAPF with statcom framework is proposed here for enhance the dependability of 

the systemseries AF and SHAPF, which comprises of the D-associated TCR and D-associated unadulterated PLCs.  

The arrangement AF is associated in arrangement to the three-stage PLCs through MTs, where the turns proportion 
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is 1:2. The little appraised LC channel (inducer Lf and capacitor Cf) stifles exchanging swells that are created by 

the PWM inverter . Shunt Hybrid channel topology has been picked which is a mix of a parallel-associated aloof 

channel and a little evaluated dynamic channel This design has been considered in this paper for its viable activity. 

There are such a large number of control plans to achieve the coveted outcomes. Be that as it may, among them 

SRF (Synchronous Reference Frame) is a standout amongst the most traditional and for all intents and purposes 

pertinent techniques . For doing the synchronization SRF requires a PLL circuit. In spite of the fact that the 

execution of ordinary PLL is low, that is the reason a control plan of Synchronous Reference Frame strategy with 

the adjusted PLL has been spoken to in the paper. It is a mix with a shunt aloof channel and a shunt dynamic 

channel. APF works with a blend of 3-leg inverter with two splitted capacitor. It is planned with the blend of 

1phase and 3phase loads in a parallel association that has been considered as a non-straight and unequal load for a 

3-stage 4-wire dispersion framework. Through an inductor the inward purpose of each branch is associated with the 

power arrange which will channel the swells of inverter current. At the fifth symphonious tuned recurrence, the LC 

aloof channel is associated in shunt to the electrical cable before the heap. This gives a low impedance trap to 

sounds to which the channel is tuned. 

2.1 Block Diagram 

 

 

Fig-1: Block diagram of Proposed Scheme 
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Fig-2: Circuit Diagram of Proposed Scheme 

2.2 Software  

 
MATLAB is a fourth-age abnormal state programming dialect and intuitive condition for numerical calculation, 

perception and programming. MATLAB is produced by Math Works .It allows grid controls; plotting capacities and 

information; calculation benefits; production of UIs; interfacing of programs written in various languages, 

comprising C, C++, Java, and Fortran ;break down information; create calculations; and make models and 

applications. It has various worked in orders and math works that assistance you in scientific estimations, putting 

plots and performing mathematical strategies. 

 

2.3 Tools for simulation 

 

After you characterize a model, you can reenact its dynamic conduct utilizing a decision of numerical joining 

techniques, either from the Semolina menus or by entering summons in the MATLAB Command Window. The 

menus are advantageous for intuitive work, while the charge line is valuable for running a cluster of reenactments. 

For instance, in the event that you are doing Monte Carlo reproductions or need to apply a parameter over a scope 

of qualities, you can utilize MATLAB contents. Utilizing extensions and other show pieces, you can see the 

reproduction comes about while the recreation runs. You would then be able to change parameters and see what 

occurs for "imagine a scenario where" investigation. The reproduction results can be placed in the MATLAB 

workspace for post processing and perception. 

 

2.4 Prototype based design 

 

Demonstrate Based Design is a procedure that empowers quicker, more financially savvy improvement of 

dynamic frameworks, including control frameworks, flag preparing, and interchanges frameworks. In Model-

Based Design, a framework display is at the focal point of the improvement procedure, from necessities 

advancement, through outline, execution, and testing. The model is an executable particular that you persistently 

refine all through the improvement procedure. After model improvement, reproduction indicates whether the 

model works accurately. Whenever coding and instrumental usage requirements are incluuded, for example, 

settled point and timing conduct, we can continuously create code for included sending and make test results for 

framework declaration, sparing time and maintaining a strategic distance from the presentation of physically coded 

errors. 

 

2.5 Hardware  
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Advancement in microcontroller lead to the creation of emerging microcontroller chip called PIC (Peripheral 

Interface Controller). These microcontrollers are broadly utilized as a part of present day hardware applications. A 

Peripheral Interface Controller includes cutting edge interfacing ports and memory modules. Further these 

controllers have more advanced properties than INTEL 8051. The main PIC chip was reported in 1975 (PIC1650). 

As like ordinary microcontroller, the PIC chip additionally joins a microchip unit called CPU and is coordinated 

with different kinds of memory modules (RAM, ROM, EEPROM, and so on), I/O ports, clocks/counters, 

correspondence ports, and so on. 

2.6 Outline of PIC 16f877    

PIC 16F877 is a standout amongst the most emerging microcontroller from Microchip. They are basically used for 

certain beneficial uses such as reduced cost, different usage, increased caliber and easy accessibility. It is suitable for 

applications, for example, machine control applications, estimation gadgets, ponder reason, etcetera. The PIC 

16F877 shows every one of the parts that the present day microcontrollers usually have. The model  of a PIC16F877 

chip is illustrated  down. 

                                                  

                                                    Fig-3: Figure of PIC16F877 

 

3 SIMULATION RESULTS 

3.1 Simulation parameters 

Table-1 Details of Simulation Parameters 

S.No Parameters Value 

1 Output Load Grid voltage 400V 

2 Vdc 400V 

3 R,RL,RLC Above RL 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Simulation diagram 

http://www.circuitstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/PIC-16F877.gif
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Fig-4 Simulation diagram 

 

 

Fig-5 Waveform of Load voltage and Load current 
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Fig-6 Waveform of uncompensated  Load voltage 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper based on SRF method, a control technique for shunt hybrid active power filter (SHAPF) has been 

designed to improve power quality. A modified PLL is developed and efficiently involved in order to grid voltage 

combination under balanced and unbalanced loads. For two different source conditions (balanced & unbalanced) the 

THD has been found 3.50%. The load current is found linear after using SHAPF for both different sources. Thus, 

with the union of PI and advanced SRF theory method, SHAPF can be assumed as a effective harmonic reducer for 

its quick response and high quality of filtering. 
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